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Half sushi bar, half hibachi grill, newly 
opened Fuji Steak House offers a dual atmosphere for a 
"choose your own adventure" dining experience. 
Upon entering the restaurant, you're greeted by calming fountains 
and smooth patterns in a soothing environment. Seating at the sushi 
bar gives customers the ability to watch their rolls being made. Booths 
seat small groups and couples sharing sushi platters served in wooden boats. 
The menu features a variety of sushi rolls and sashimi, made with delicacies 
ranging from salmon to octopus. For the novice sushi lover, each menu has 
a detailed description of all the ingredients in each roll, so you know exactly 
what comes in your Dynamite roll (there's only a pinch of gun powder) . 
Around the corner of the sushi bar is a completely different environment. 
Aquariums line the wall and Japanese art decorates the foggy glass wall 
separating the sushi bar from the madhouse. Customers sit around hiba-
chi grills, where chefs in tall, white hats simultaneously crash their sharp, 
Japanese knives together and throw food onto the traditional Japanese grill 
. .. and at the customers. 
Our chef, Harry, was an energetic man who spontaneously burst out into 
slow jams during our show. R. Kelly's "I Believe I Can Fly" seemed to be 
his personal favorite. An experience in itself, Harry showed off his knife 
skills by quickly chopping vegetabls, meat and eggs, which he was quick to 
encourage me to catch in my mouth while he launched them off his spatula. 
Fortunately, I ducked rather than get hit in the face with a piece of scram-
bled egg flying directly from a scalding grill. 
"Yummy, yummy from Miami," Harry chanted as he prepared fried rice, 
marinated vegetables, chicken and bee£ Harry, you already told us you were 
from Indonesia via New York City. 
The extensive hibachi menu featured chicken, beef, and a wide range of 
seafood. Although the hibachi experience was rather pricey, it was worth it 
for the show and the huge amount of food that comes with your meal in-
cluding: onion soup, a salad with a creamy ginger dressing, vegetables, rice, 
your choice of meat and two jumbo shrimp for good measure. 
Harry closed his show by lighting an onion tower on fire, which 
he subsequently put out with a squirt bottle masquerading 
as a urinating, little-boy figurine. 
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